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CLIMB... CONQUER... CURE

INDEPENDENCE DAY

To help flatten the curve and stop the spread of the COVID-19
pandemic, the Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Firefighter Stairclimb
event turned into a virtual climb. On June 13th, firefighters across the
country virtually climbed Seattle's 61-story, Columbia Center Tower as
one! That's 1,762 steps!!
Every step the team made, helped towards finding a cure for all those
battling this disease.
Team CKFR consists of PM Doug Bekenyi (pictured),
FF Gian Dalle. AO Kyle Good (pictured), FF Robert Pierson,
BC Greg Platz (pictured), FF Joey Werlech, PFF Joseph Connelly and
Volunteer Whitney Glebe. $11,411 was raised!!
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Strong Work!

BOC MEETING MEETING
4:00 PM
LOCATION TBD

DRONE
CONFIDENCE
COURSE
Members of CKFR train on flying our drone
through a confidence course at Station 51.
The drone is used for a variety of jobs such as
recon on scenes, smoke investigations in hard
to access areas like Green Mountain, water
rescues, locating victims in the woods,
shooting video for training, public relations,
and so much more.

NEW ADDITION
TO THE SHOP
A Mohawk TP-20 Two Post Vehicle Lift
was recently installed in our Shop. It lifts
up to 20,000 pounds and uses double
telescoping three stage swing arms and
slider combination, has a clear floor
design and adjustable height overhead
hydraulic lines for ultimate flexibility.
This replaced the old lift that was over 25
years old and showing deterioration. This
lift is safer and more efficient for our team
at the Shop.
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OLYMPIC HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATION CEREMONY
L51 displayed a banner that the graduates would drive under on
their way to pick up their diplomas.
All cheered and applauded as the graduates drove by the Ladder
and the other fire apparatus, #OLYSTRONG

NEW FROM THE EMS
DIVISION
By: Medical Officer Chamberlain

Hands on training for the Auto Pulse is
wrapping up this week. The three devices
will go into service on Monday, June 22nd.
Thanks again to PM Holt, his team, and the
training division for delivering training to the
crews.
Central Supply received another shipment of
PPE from DEM this week.
A reminder to crews, that if you have a
suspected COVID-19 patient, the minimum
PPE is gloves, gown, eye glasses with face
shield and N95. For CPR cases and advanced
airway treatments or procedures the above
PPE is also required.
Over the next couple weeks, crews will be
cycled through Station 56 to be fit tested on
the MSA Advantage P-100 respirators
(pictured above), these will replace our N95’s
on EMS calls.
As always, if you have any questions, feel free
to reach out,

ENGAGE WITH COMMUNITY CONNECT!
Easy for residents, intuitive for responders.
“Community Connect” bridges the information
gap before 9-1-1 is called
Any information you provide through Community Connect is
completely voluntary and based on what you are comfortable
sharing. We have made it easy for you to know what may be
important by organizing your secure portal into buckets of
information you can enter.

Thank you and stay safe!
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